For a hierarchical cognitive radio network (CRN), the secondary users (SUs) may access the licensed spectrum opportunistically, whenever it is not occupied by the primary users (PUs). An important issue for this kind of CRN is the achievable qualityof-service (QoS) performance, such as traffic transmission delay, which is critical to the SUs' traffic experience. In this paper, we focus on the delay performance analysis of the SU system and the design of the corresponding optimal access strategy for the case of SUs sharing multiple licensed channels. In our analysis, the transmission of PU and SU traffic is modeled as M/G/1 queues. By merging the PU and SU traffic, we propose the model of a priority virtual queue on the licensed channels. Based on this model, we obtain the expected system delay expression for SU traffic through M/G/1 preemptive repeat priority queuing analysis. For the case of multiple licensed channel access, the access strategy is further investigated with respect to the expected system delay for SU traffic. By minimizing the expected transmission delay, the optimal access strategy is modeled as a nonlinear programming problem, which can be resolved by means of the classic Genetic Algorithm (GA). Numerical results validate our analysis and design of an optimal access strategy. Meanwhile, by considering the time taken by the GA approach, we can also adopt the inverse proportional access strategy to obtain near-optimal results in practice.
Currently, large parts of the radio spectrum are assigned to licensed radio services in a way that is often referred to as exclusive spectrum usage. As the demands on the wireless spectrum have increased rapidly in recent years, it is a common belief that the spectrum resource will soon be exhausted. However, measurements of actual spectrum usage obtained by the FCC's Spectrum Policy Task Force [1] have shown that the capacity of the licensed spectrum bands is not efficiently used for most of the given times and locations. To efficiently exploit the underused spectrum, cognitive radio (CR) techniques and CR networks (CRNs), which provide the capability to use or share the spectrum in an opportunistic manner, have been proposed [2, 3] .
In the application of CRNs [3] , there is a need to provide regulators with the flexibility to achieve a more efficient use of the available spectrum. For CRNs, the authors in [3] categorized the dynamic spectrum access (DSA) strategies using three models and clarified the basic components of opportunistic spectrum access (OSA), i.e. the overlay approach under the hierarchical access model. In this paper, we will focus on this OSA approach. In the case of OSA, there is a group of channels assigned to a set of primary users (PUs) in a wireless network, and the secondary users (SUs) opportunistically use the channels that are not occupied by PUs. Here, we assume that the SUs are capable of detecting, through spectrum sensing, whether the licensed channel is currently occupied by the PUs. Considering time domain spectrum sharing, researchers have recently contributed many novel ideas. In [4] , Zhao et al. assumed that primary and secondary systems share the same slot structure. The access strategy for the secondary system was derived based on a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) framework. In [5] [6] [7] , the authors modeled the PU transmission as an approximation of a continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC). The cognitive medium access (CMA) scheme subject to collision constraints was proposed and the optimal cognitive access strategies of Markovian channels were discussed. However, the above research typically assumed full buffers, i.e. data for transmission always existed, and ignored the burst nature of SU data traffic, which required queuing analysis if the licensed channels were considered to be servers and the user traffic data were regarded as customers.
It is well known that delay is an important quality of service (QoS) metric in wireless networks. However, the delay performance is an underexplored area and not well understood, partially due to difficulties in analyzing it, especially in CRNs. In [8] , the authors modeled the PU traffic emergences as interruptions of the queue and queuing analysis was carried out for the cases of single-queue-two-server and two-queue-single-server. The research in [9] is perhaps the work most closely related to this study. It modeled the PU and SU traffic transmission as a priority M/G/1 queue and the results for the case of accessing a single licensed channel were derived. However, the influence of PU traffic was not considered in [9] for the case where no SU traffic transmitting exists on a corresponding licensed channel when new SU traffic arrives. In this paper, we provided a more general analysis by considering all cases, i.e. whether there exists SU traffic transmitting on a current licensed channel, when new SU traffic arrives. Furthermore, we focus our discussion on a multichannel hierarchical cognitive radio network and the optimal access strategy based on the expected system delay is discussed. Other related work about multiple channels queuing delay analysis can be found in [10] and [11] . However, both ignore the influence of PU traffic emergence during SU traffic transmission.
In this paper, we combine the discussion of delay with spectrum access strategy. We first focus on the system delay performance of SU traffic. The transmission of PU and SU traffic is modeled as M/G/1 queues. Considering the transmission on a given licensed channel, the PU traffic and SU traffic can be equivalent to customers with high and low priority in a single queue. Simultaneously, considering the influence of PU traffic emergence during SU traffic transmission, the system delay of SU traffic can be obtained based on M/G/1 preemptive repeat priority queuing theory [12] [13] [14] [15] . It is the same for all licensed channels. We then derived the expression of the expected system delay for when SUs can access multiple licensed channels. We find that the delay performance is a function of the access strategy. When we adopt the optimal access strategy, the smallest expected system delay will be reached. Then the optimization problem of the access strategy is modeled as a nonlinear programming problem. By means of a classic Genetic Algorithm (GA) [16] , we can finally obtain the globally optimal access strategy. Considering the usually unacceptable complexity of a GA, we also develop an approximate suboptimal pure access strategy, i.e. inverse proportional access strategy, to achieve near-optimal performance with implementable complexity.
In summary, we have: (i) proposed a model of priority virtual queues for PU and SU traffic transmissions on licensed channels; (ii) presented a general system delay analytical method for SU traffic based on priority preemptive queuing theory in a hierarchical cognitive radio scenario; (iii) obtained the optimal spectrum access strategy based on the smallest expected system delay in a multichannel dynamic spectrum access system. Meanwhile, considering the time consumption of the GA approach, we can also adopt the inverse proportional access strategy to obtain approximate optimal results in practice.
They can all eventually be used as guidelines for multiple channel access protocols in CRNs.
System model
In this paper, we consider a hierarchical cognitive radio scenario. We assume that there are M parallel licensed channels indexed from 1 to M and N SUs indexed from 1 to N. Each PU transmits on its dedicated licensed channel. Each SU can transmit on any one of the parallel licensed channels whenever it is vacated by the PUs. Moreover, the priority of PU traffic is higher than that of SU traffic when all of them are regarded as traffic stream on the same licensed channel. Figure 1 illustrates a realization of the traffic transmission of SUs on multiple licensed channels.
From the SUs' point of view, it is not necessary to differentiate PUs in one licensed channel. Hence, we consider the PUs in one licensed channel to be one aggregate PU in the following analysis, i.e. there are M PUs transmitting on M licensed channels and one PU can use only one of the licensed channels. To simplify analysis and without loss of generality, the following assumptions are used throughout the paper.
(i) Perfect sensing. SU can perfectly sense the existence of PU traffic, i.e. there are no sensing errors.
(ii) Ideal collision detection. SU traffic transmission can be suspended as soon as possible once PU traffic is detected so that no interference is introduced to the incoming PU transmission. As soon as the PU completes its transmission, SU retransmit the interrupted data traffic including the portion that was transmitted before the emergence of PU traffic. In wireless communication networks, each transmitted data packet must carry signaling information such as the bits for the cyclic redundancy check (CRC), physical layer preambles and MAC addresses [9] . Consequently, whenever the SU transmission is aborted, the corresponding data must be entirely retransmitted.
(iii) Centralized scheduling. The traffic of multiple SUs is scheduled in order and the collisions between SUs can be avoided.
(iv) Traffic activity. Without loss of generality, we adopt M/G/1 models for PU and SU traffic descriptions. Note that this traffic model is more general than a Markov ON-OFF model, which is a subset of our queuing model with an exponential idle period and an exponential busy period.
Delay analysis based on a priority virtual queue

Priority virtual queue
In this section, we will analyze the system delay for SU traffic based on queuing theory. It is important to note that the data traffic of SUs transmitted on different licensed channels is physically waiting at different buffers. Figure 2 gives an example of the physical queues for the case of M licensed channels and N SUs. Each PU maintains one physical queue for its exclusive licensed channel. Meanwhile, each SU maintains M mutually independent physical queues corresponding to M different licensed channels. To simplify the analysis, once the SU traffic is assigned to a channel i.e. a queue, it will stay in the channel until the transmission is completed. If SU traffic is handed over to another licensed channel when transmission is interrupted, it can only join the end of the corresponding queue because of the same priority of SU traffic which will incur additional queuing delay. Therefore, the channel transition may not introduce any advantage other than fixed channel assignment when traffic transmission is interrupted by a PU. Further comparison is currently being studied but is outside the scope of this paper.
From the perspective of the licensed channels, there are two classes of data traffic for transmission, i.e. PU and SU traffic. Since the priority of PU traffic is higher than that of SU traffic, we can establish a priority virtual queue on each licensed channel. Here the priority customers represent the PU and SU traffic, and the licensed channels represent the servers. Therefore, N SU physical queues and one PU physical queue can be equivalent to one priority virtual queue on each licensed channel. This model is illustrated in Figure 2. 
System delay analysis
Considering the case of sharing multiple licensed channels between SUs, more attention must be paid to the access strategy. Let us use a i =[a i1 ,a i2 ,...,a iM ] to denote the actions of SUi, where a ij  {0,1}, and a ij =1 indicates that the SUi 
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We now consider the system delay for SUs on licensed channel j. Due to the homogeneity, we drop the subscript j in the following discussion without causing confusion. Considering the influence of PU traffic emergence during the SU traffic transmission, the priority virtual queue on licensed channel j can be regarded as an M/G/1 preemptive repeat priority queue. The system delay of SU traffic consists of two parts: transmission delay and queuing delay, i.e. service time and waiting time in queuing theory.
(i) Computation of transmission delay. We first focus on the transmission delay of SU traffic. According to the assumption in section 1, i.e. ideal collision detection, Figure  3 indicates a realization of traffic transmission of SUs on licensed channel j. Here, X (i=1,2,...) represents the busy period in which licensed channel j is taken over by the PU traffic. X represents the time in which SUs complete a transmission without interruptions, and X S represents the duration in which SUs complete a transmission on licensed channel j including the interruptions caused by PU traffic.
As indicated in Figure 3 , we can obtain the following equation
Since PU traffic transmission cannot be influenced by SU traffic, i.e. the SU traffic transmission on licensed channel j is transparent to PU. Hence, the PU traffic transmission on licensed channel j can still be regarded as an M/G/1 queue. According to the assumptions in section 1, the PU traffic arrives according to a Poisson process with rate parameter  P . The distribution of PU traffic transmission time is an arbitrary distribution with the expected value 1/ P . We can then obtain the expected value of a busy period for a licensed channel [14] , i.e. 1 [ ] .
The idle period of the licensed channel j, has the same distribution as PU traffic arrivals' [14] , i.e. it is exponentially distributed with rate parameter  P , and the corresponding distribution function is given as ( ) 1 e , 0.
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Let us further assume the value of X is t in Figure 3 . The condition for the interruption of SU transmission is that the idle period on a licensed channel must be smaller than the value of X, i.e. t. Hence, the interruption probabilities of SU transmission with X=t can be defined as
where K represents the number of interrupts. Its expected value can be obtained by
where f(t) denotes the probability density function (PSD) of X. When X=t, the expected value of X S can then be obtained by 
based on the transmission of PU traffic. By combining eqs. (5)- (8), the expected value of the transmission delay X S is given by
(ii) Computation of queuing delay. Next, we focus on the queuing delay for SU traffic. To obtain the expected queuing delay, we consider the following two situations.
Case 1: when SU traffic arrives, there is no SU traffic transmitting on the licensed channel.
In this case, the queuing delay of SU traffic only depends on the PU traffic because of the centralized scheduling mentioned in section 1. From the PUs' point of view, the queuing delay can be expressed as the same as the case of M/G/1 queues [13] , i.e.
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where the traffic density  P = P / P and From the SUs' point of view, in the process of waiting, other PU traffic may arrive, i.e. the delay should be given as 1 1 1 .
Then we obtain
Case 2: when SU traffic arrives, there is existing SU traffic transmitting on the licensed channel.
Under such conditions, because the influence of PU traffic emergence has been contained in the analysis of transmission delay, the queuing delay of SUs has nothing to do with the PU traffic. Therefore, it is just the same as the M/G/1 queuing system. The corresponding waiting time for SU traffic is denoted as [13]  
By taking into account the conditional probability for these two cases, the expected queuing delay is given by
where
according to [8] . All the terms in eq. (15) are known to us, except for the second moment of the busy period for licensed channel j, which can be expressed as in [14, 15]     2 2 3
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(iii) System delay. Finally, the system time for SU traffic on licensed channel is the summation of the transmission and queuing delays, i.e.
     .
By combining the corresponding eqs. (9), (14)- (16), we obtain the final results.
Numerical results
In the numerical computation, the system parameters are set as follows. The PU traffic transmission time and the SU traffic transmission time without interruptions are all exponentially distributed. For the SU traffic transmission, we set the parameter Figure 5 , we present the results for the delay under different PU traffic densities  P for specific SU traffic density  s . We find that the higher the value of  P , the larger the value of E[T S ].
3 Optimization of multiple channel access strategy
Optimization of access strategy
As mentioned in section 2.2, the access strategy for the traffic transmission of SU i for multiple licensed channels can be rewritten as i (i=1,2,3...,N) , we can drop the SU index i in the following discussion without causing confusion, i.e. the access strategy for all SU traffic can be unified as s j , where
Based on the analysis in section 2, it is obvious that the expected system delay for SU traffic transmission can be given as
where E[T sj ] represents the system delay of the SU traffic transmission on licensed channel j. Intuitively, when the PU traffic arrival rate parameter  Pj is lower, the corresponding SU traffic system delay is smaller, as shown in Figures 4  and 5 . However, if all SU traffic is transmitted on the licensed channel which has the lowest arrival rate, the SU traffic system delay will increase rapidly. On the other hand, if some of the SU traffic is transmitted on other licensed channels, the expected system delay may be smaller than that for the previous case. Consequently, there should be an optimal access strategy for SU traffic, in which the expected SU traffic system delay can be the smallest in the long-term steady state.
To obtain the optimal access strategy, we can establish the following optimization problem by nonlinear programming:
where j is used to identify different channels and M represents the total channel number. The above optimization problem can be resolved using the Genetic Algorithm (GA) [16] to obtain the globally optimal result.
Low complexity access strategy
As is well known, the GA approach can lead us to finding the globally optimal results. However, because of its computational complexity, which will bring a lot of extra time overhead, we can adopt in practice some simple access strategy, such as inverse proportional access and equiprobability access, to get the suboptimal results but save more unnecessary time overhead.
Here, inverse proportional access can be defined as the access probability proportional to the inverse of the PU traffic arrival rate in each licensed channel, i.e. The equiprobability access is to access each licensed channel with equal probability, i.e.
,
where j is used to identify different channels and M represents the total channel number. The corresponding results will be shown in the next subsection.
Numerical results
For the purpose of illustration, we consider the case of SU traffic accessing two licensed channels. When the same or different PU traffic arrival rates are set in two licensed channels, Figures 6 and 7 show the corresponding optimal access probability. It validates the conclusion that there is an optimal access strategy (s 1 ,s 2 ), with which the expected system delay E[T s ] of SU traffic transmission is reduced to the smallest. When considering more than two licensed channels, we can find the optimal access strategy with the method mentioned in section 3.1. The PU traffic arrival rate parameter set for the case of three licensed channels is given in Table 1 . The comparison of the expected system delay with different access strategies is represented in Figure 8 . According to the analysis of system delay in section 2, we find that the performance result E[T S ] becomes larger as the PU traffic density increases. An inverse proportional access is a good fit for the interaction between the system delay and PU traffic density diversity, while equiprobability access only reflects the situation in which all the PU traffic densities are the same in each licensed channel. As shown in Figure 8 , the inverse proportional access strategy can achieve nearly the same expected system delay performance as the optimal access strategy based on GA. Simultaneously, when all PU traffic arrival rates are the same, the performance for the three access Figure 8 Comparison of the expected system delay with different access strategies.
strategies are the same. Consequently, considering the time consumption of the GA approach, we can adopt the inverse proportional access strategy to obtain the approximate optimal results in practice. Furthermore, when all PU traffic arrival rates are the same, Figures 6 and 8 show that the optimal access strategy is to access every licensed channel with equal probability. Under this condition, more channels mean lower SU traffic arrival rates in each licensed channel, and the corresponding system delay will be much smaller according to the interaction between system delay and SU traffic density variations represented in section 2. As shown in Figure 9 , we find that the performance of minimum expected system delay will be better when more licensed channels are presented, and such improvement becomes more evident as the PU traffic activities grow heavier. of the PU and SU traffic transmissions in the same queue. We obtained the corresponding expressions for the SU traffic system delay and further investigated the performance of a multiple licensed channel access schemes with respect to the expected system delay of SU traffic. By means of minimizing the expected transmission delay, the optimal access strategy is modeled as a nonlinear programming problem. According to the classic Genetic Algorithm (GA), we find the corresponding globally optimal access probability for each licensed channel. Numerical results have been provided to validate our analysis and the design of an optimal access strategy. Meanwhile, considering the time taken by the GA approach, we can also adopt the inverse proportional access strategy to obtain the approximate optimal results in practice.
